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Internet Traffic Garbler Free Download is designed for garbling outgoing and incoming Internet traffic and hiding your IP address to prevent malicious traffic or attacks. It can be freely used by anyone and is totally open source. All of these features offer excellent protection from hackers, viruses and other malware. Internet Traffic Garbler guarantees its entire users that all remote hacking attacks will fail. This is done
with no doubt, which causes a few minutes' worth of down time. Most Internet traffic garblers take almost no CPU power. Internet Traffic Garbler takes little, or even no, of your system resources. Internet Traffic Garbler is a 100% free download that does not put a restriction on the use of the product. The software is 100% free to download and use. It is completely open source, so it does not require to be licensed to
use it in commercial projects. Most Internet traffic garblers take almost no CPU power. Internet Traffic Garbler takes little, or even no, of your system resources. Internet Traffic Garbler is a 100% free download that does not put a restriction on the use of the product. The software is 100% free to download and use. It is completely open source, so it does not require to be licensed to use it in commercial projects. In

addition, Internet Traffic Garbler offers the following features: ￭ Hiding your IP address ￭ Hiding the fact of using Internet Traffic Garbler ￭ Creating a fake IP address ￭ Deleting or modifying system information submitted by the browser ￭ Deleting or modifying the referrer site information ￭ Blocking Cookies ￭ Blocking Java applets ￭ Blocking ActiveX modules ￭ Blocking Flash ads ￭ Blocking ads and banners ￭
Blocking counters ￭ Blocking log files ￭ Blocking system administrator's attempts ￭ Blocking ZIP archives ￭ Destroying the log files ￭ Hiding the system administrator's attempts ￭ Hiding the ZIP archives ￭ Hiding the referring sites ￭ Supporting any protocols ￭ Penetrating through Firewall ￭ Absence of log files ￭ Absence of cache ￭ Absence of cookies ￭ Absence of Flash ads ￭ Absence of Java applets ￭ Absence

of system information

Internet Traffic Garbler

Internet Traffic Garbler is a professional and cost-effective solution for Internet traffic encryption and redirection. It allows the webmaster to hide his site from being indexed by web crawlers and spammers and then redirect to the desired websites. The webmaster can even maintain control over the visit and exit pages of his site, his visitor counters, redirection instructions and so on. Internet Traffic Garbler also allows
you to do such things as: ￭ change the IP address of the session ￭ filter out undesired web pages ￭ hide the referral from the server ￭ generate a fake IP address for the requestor ￭ protect your computer from malware on the Internet. Internet Traffic Garbler supports virtually all protocols and is free from IP blocking. Internet Traffic Garbler features a simple and elegant user-interface. Key features: ￭ Encryption and

decryption. ￭ Hiding the IP address. ￭ Hiding the fact of using Internet Traffic Garbler. ￭ Deleting or modifying system information submitted by the browser. ￭ Deleting or modifying the referrer site information. ￭ Blocking Cookies. ￭ Blocking Java applets. ￭ Blocking ActiveX modules. ￭ Blocking counters. ￭ Blocking ads and banners. ￭ Blocking Flash ads. ￭ Support any protocols. ￭ Penetrating through Firewall.
￭ Powerful and reliable servers. ￭ Absence of log files. ￭ Absence of cache. ￭ Easiness in use. Availability: ￭ Client installation with special interface for Windows. ￭ Client installation with special interface for Window. ￭ Client installation with special interface for Macintosh. ￭ Client installation with special interface for Linux. Note: You may unsubscribe from our newsletter at any time. Important Notice: Your

privacy is very important to us. Therefore, we take care to protect your privacy. If you have any questions regarding our privacy policy please do not hesitate to contact us! You also can read it on our web site. Thanks for your interest! Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial. Jintuit Winapp Screenshot Tap to see screenshot Tap to see full size Maint 09e8f5149f
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Internet Traffic Garbler is a powerful software that can encrypted outgoing and incoming Internet traffic, hide your IP address, destroy or change the referer site information, disable cookies, filter and block ads, flash ads and Java applets and other items. Internet Traffic Garbler is very easy to use. Just install and launch. No need to configure or configure again. Internet Traffic Garbler is robust, reliable and powerful,
which makes it possible to be the most useful product in the world. Note: ￭ Internet Traffic Garbler is only a powerful tool, please be careful to use the right way. Key features: ￭ Encrypting outgoing and incoming Internet traffic, ￭ Hide your IP address, ￭ Hide the fact of using Internet Traffic Garbler, ￭ Destroying or changing referer site information, ￭ Disabling or blocking ActiveX modules, ￭ Disabling or blocking
Cookies, ￭ Disabling or blocking ads and banners, ￭ Masking the IP address by overlapping, ￭ Blocking Flash ads, ￭ Deleting the information sent by the browser, ￭ Blocking flash sites and counter, ￭ Support for almost all protocols, ￭ Penetrating through Firewall, ￭ Simple and easy installation, no need to configuring or configuring again, ￭ Absence of log files, ￭ Absence of cache, ￭ Being a useful tool, your
information is safe in the Internet Traffic Garbler. How to use Internet Traffic Garbler: ￭ Connect the computer with the Internet Access point, please ensure the computer is connected to the Internet, ￭ Select the language version from Internet Traffic Garbler, ￭ Click "Start", a program is then launched automatically, ￭ After the task finished, close Internet Traffic Garbler and save settings, ￭ Internet Traffic Garbler
is ready! Enjoy your favorite websites! Note: ￭ Internet Traffic Garbler is only a powerful tool, please be careful to use the right way. System requirements: ￭ Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 ￭ 200MHz CPU minimum ￭ 4 MB RAM minimum ￭ Click here to see the video tutorial. Join our Free Download Software to get

What's New In Internet Traffic Garbler?

An Information Security Utensil to prevent information leakage to a hacker on the web while avoiding'session hijacking' during a hacker attack. One can remain anonymous on the Internet as it garbles outgoing and incoming Internet traffic. It also hides one's IP address, thus can be used to surf the internet anonymously. Key Features: ￭ The program works on Windows 2000/XP/Vista/Windows 7/8 ￭ It encrypsts
outgoing and incoming internet traffic. This must be done through Internet Proxy. ￭ It hides the IP address which is crucial for all internet surfers. ￭ It hides your presence on the web completely as there is no indicator of being logged-in while you are surfing the web anonymously. ￭ It also deletes all traces of your information, your IP address, domain name and other useful details from the computer. ￭ It hides the fact
that the windows operating system is being used as a tool for online surfing. ￭ It creates a fake IP address and some other windows OS information. ￭ It deletes the cookies, java applets and activex module that make your page experience more secure. ￭ It also blocks the advertisements and banners on different pages to ensure that visitors get only the type of content that they want to see. ￭ It also blocks the counter on a
page to avoid the visitors from knowing the exact number of visitors and to avoid spam comments. ￭ It blocks the Java applets so that a hacker can't access your stuff. ￭ It also blocks the Flash ads which may keep a user from being impressed. ￭ Lastly it can hook an IP address to a different online address. Finally, there is no record of what you have done at all. No one can access the logs and all traces of your activities
on the Internet are deleted. Also, it can remain undetectable since it can easily pass through a firewall and can infiltrate the most resistant firewall. Internet Traffic Garbler Features: This is the most useful software as it makes surfing the net anonymously easier, the firewall protected on your system and deleting all data on the web including a file that a hacker can read. It also protects your privacy as it lets you surf the
net anonymously while preventing IP address leaks and making your domain name and IP hidden. It also masks your domain names through a fake IP address and prevents your ISP and
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-2120 / AMD FX-6100 Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: 2 GB of video RAM Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 4 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card with.WAV files support Additional Notes: After updating your system, it is highly recommended that you restart your computer. Recommended:
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